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.e vibration signals resulting from rolling bearings are nonlinear and nonstationary, and an approach for the fault diagnosis of
rolling bearings using the quantile permutation entropy and EMD (empirical mode decomposition) is proposed. Firstly, the EMD
is used to decompose the rolling bearings vibration signal, and several IMFs (intrinsic mode functions) spanning different scales
are obtained. Secondly, aiming at the shortcomings of the permutation entropy algorithm, a new permutation entropy algorithm
based on sample quantile is proposed, and the quantile permutation entropy of the first few IMFs, which contain the main fault
information, is calculated. .e quantile permutation entropies are accordingly seen as the characteristic vector and then input to
the particle swarm optimization and support vector machine. Finally, the proposed method is applied to the experimental data.
.e analysis results show that the proposed approach can effectively achieve fault diagnosis of rolling bearings.

1. Introduction

Rolling bearings are the most frequently used component in
a rotary machines, which play an essential role in the
modern industry [1]. Rolling bearings failures could lead to
uncontrollable losses for industrial equipment [2]. .ere-
fore, rolling bearings fault diagnosis has appealed a signif-
icant attention from the research and engineering
communities. Rolling bearings fault diagnosis can be
summarized in three steps: signal collection, feature ex-
traction, and fault pattern classification [3].When the rolling
bearings work with faults, their fault information always
appears to be uncertain, and the vibration signals will also be
nonlinear and nonstationary. .erefore, how to extract the
operate state from the vibration signals is the key of rolling
bearing fault diagnosis [4]. With the application of the
classical nonlinear algorithm, a lot of theory, such as chaos,
on fractal dimension has been applied to the feature ex-
traction field. Correlation dimension and Naı̈ve Bayes are
combined and used to bearing fault diagnosis by Zhang et al.
[5]. Chaotic self-synchronization was applied to ball bearing
signals by Yau et al. [6]. All of the classical nonlinear theory
have made some accomplishments to fault diagnosis.

However, these algorithms often require a lot of time, and it
is vulnerable to noise interference in the application process.

.e application of entropy theory provides a new idea for
rolling bearing fault diagnosis. Pincus proposed the concept
of approximate entropy (ApE) to measure the probability of
new patterns in signals according to the characteristics of
time series [7]. However, ApE depends heavily on the record
length, and its estimated value is uniformly lower than the
expected one. In order to overcome the shortcomings of
ApE, Richman and Moorman put forward a new form of
entropy, sample entropy (SampE) [8]. Nonetheless, the
definition of SampE must include a template matching;
otherwise, it is meaningless. A new kind of entropy named
permutation entropy (PE) was put forward by Bandt and
Pompe in 2002 [9]. PE is a new method proposed for
detecting the randomicity and dynamic changes of time
series, which can be used in the field of fault diagnosis. PE
and support vector machine (SVM) are combined and used
to bearing fault diagnosis by Zhang et al. [10], and the
superiority of PE is proved.

However, due to the complexity of mechanical systems,
the randomicity and dynamic changes of the vibration
signal behave on different scales, making it necessary to
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analyze the vibration signal with PE in a multiscale way
[11, 12]. .e commonly used signal decomposing method
is empirical mode decomposition (EMD), and EMD is a
kind of data-driven and adaptive nonlinear signal de-
composition method and hence suitable for processing
nonlinear signals of rolling bearing [13]. In the calculation
of PE, the selection of embedding dimension affects the
performance of PE to a certain extend. In order to adap-
tively complete the embedding dimension selection
problem and improve the feature extraction ability of PE, a
new kind of entropy named sample quantile PE (SQPE) is
defined by combining sample quantile and PE in this paper.
Firstly, the EMD method is used to decompose the vi-
bration signal, and several IMFs spanning different scales
are obtained. Secondly, the SQPE of the first few IMF
components, which contain the main fault information, is
calculated. After extracting feature vectors by EMD-SQPE,
the SVM which was optimized by particle swarm opti-
mization (PSO) is used as a classifier. PSO enhances the
adaptability and feasibility of SVM and improves the
recognition ability of SVM.

Compared with the traditional feature extraction
method, this paper solves the problem of embedding
dimension selection in the PE calculation process by
SQPE entropy calculation and improves the feature ex-
traction ability of PE at the same scale. .e proposed
method is applied to the bearing experimental data. .e
results show that the method can effectively distinguish
the fault type of rolling bearings and is an effective fault
diagnosis method.

.e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 proposes a concept of SQPE based on PE. In
Section 3, the proposed method based on EMD-SQPE-
PSOSVM is introduced. In Section 4, several examples are
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm, and a conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. The Proposed Feature Extraction of EMD-
SQPE

In order to realize the feature extraction of different vi-
bration signals of rolling bearings, the multiscale de-
composition method is first used to decompose the signals
into different time scales. .en, using the SQPE proposed in
this paper, the SQPE value of the IMF component con-
taining the main fault information is calculated to deeply
mine the rolling bearing fault information.

2.1. Empirical Mode Decomposition. EMD was put forward
by Huang N. E. in 1998, which seemed much more
promising and had appealed a lot of attention [14]..e EMD
algorithm can decompose a nonlinear signal self-adaptively
into some IMFs and a residual series [15]:

st � 
n

i�1
imf i(t) + rn(t), (1)

where st is the original time series, imf i(t) is the ith IMF, and
rn(t) is the residual series that represents the trend of the

signal. .e IMF component is a signal that has zero mean
and a number of maxima and minima that are equal or
differs by at most one.

.e EMD algorithm can decompose a nonlinear and
nonstationary signal self-adaptively into some IMFs. Each
IMF contains fault information of different frequency
bands and different scales of the original vibration signal
[16].

2.2. Sample Quantile Permutation Entropy (SQPE). .e
SQPE proposed in this paper is an improved algorithm based
on PE, which mainly solves the problem of PE in embedding
dimension selection and improves the feature extraction
ability of PE for complex signals through the quantile
principle. .e definition of SQPE is based on PE, and PE is
described as follows.

Consider a time series, x(i), i � 1, 2, ..., N{ }, with length
N, which can be reconstructed as [17]

X1 � x(1), x(1 + τ), . . . , x[1 +(m − 1)τ]{ },

Xj � x(j), x(j + τ), . . . , x[j +(m − 1)τ] ,

⋮

Xk � x(k), x(k + τ), . . . , x[k +(m − 1)τ]{ },

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where m is the embedding dimension and τ is the time delay.
.e element of Xj can be rearranged in an increasing order
as follows:

x i + j1 − 1( τ ≤ · · · ≤x i + jm − 1( τ , (3)

where if there exist two elements in Xj that have the same
value, such as, x[i + (ji1 − 1)τ] � x[i + (ji2 − 1)τ], then we
order the quantities x according to the values of their
corresponding j; namely, if ji1 < ji2, then
x[i + (ji1 − 1)τ]≤ x[i + (ji2 − 1)τ] is written. Accordingly,
any vector Xj can be mapped onto a group of symbols as

Sl � j1, j2, . . . , jm , (4)

where l � 1, 2, . . . , k, k≤m!. m! is the largest number of
distinct symbols, and Sl is one of the m! permutations of m

distinct symbols, which is mapped onto the m number
symbols in m-dimensional embedding space. .en, the PE
for the time series can be defined as the Shannon entropy for

Hp(m) � − 
k

j�1
Pj ln Pj . (5)

It is noticed that Hp(m) attains the maximum value,
ln(m!), when Pj � 1/m!. For convenience, Hp(m) can be
normalized by ln(m!) as

Hp �
Hp(m)

ln(m!)
. (6)

Obviously, the values of Hp is [0, 1]. A bigger value of
Hp indicates that the signal is much more complex and the
maximum value of Hp � 1 means that the signal is very
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nonlinear and nonstationary. .erefore, PE is a very suitable
tool for describing the local order structure and amplifying
the dynamic changes of signal.

.ere are two parameters to be set in the calculation of
PE: the embedding dimension m and time delay τ. .e time
delay τ has a few effect on the calculation of PE; that is,
there are very small differences among the PEs between
different time delay τ. So we set τ � 1. .e embedding
dimension m has a big effect on the estimation of PE, and
there are differences among the PEs between different
embedding dimension m. .ere is no definite standard for
the choice of embedding dimension m. Bandt recom-
mended m � 2 ∼ 7, and this recommendation is not
adaptive because different m values will effect the fault
diagnosis results to some extent.

In order to improve the adaptability of the selection
with embedding dimension and improve the feature ex-
traction ability of PE. On the basis of PE, this paper in-
troduces the concept of sample quantile and defines SQPE.
Sample quantile divides the probability distribution range
of a random variable into equal numerical points, without
considering the time dimension characteristics of the time
series, and directly and effectively characterizes the char-
acteristics of the fluctuation of the signal time series data
[18].

Given a time series X1, X2, . . . , Xn, define the order
statistic as X(1) ≤X(2) ≤ . . . X(n). .e p quantile of the time
series can be defined as follows [19]:

mp � X(k),

k � [np] + 1,
 (7)

where [·] represents integer operational symbols. p is often
set to 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. In this paper, we set p � 0.75.

.e sample quantile has the advantages of simple cal-
culation and small calculation. And the sample quantile is a
nonparametric statistic, which can accurately reflect the
aggregation characteristics of the data at a certain quantile in
the absence of the overall distribution prior information..e
SQPE is defined as follows:

(1) Given a time series x(i), the PE is calculated under
embedding dimension m � 2, 3, . . . , 7 and τ � 1, and
their PE values are denoted by PE � [PEm�2,

PEm�3, . . . , PEm�7]

(2) .e 0.75 sample quantile of PE � [PEm�2,

PEm�3, . . . , PEm�7] is calculated, which is denoted by
SQPE � quantile (PE)p�0.75

(3) SQPE is used instead of PE as the feature information
for fault diagnosis

.e proposed SQPE algorithm can be described briefly as
in Figure 1.

In the calculation of SQPE, the problem of embedding
dimension selection is not considered, but the entropy value
is solved by calculating the sample quantile of all embedding
dimensions. .is avoids the effect of embedding dimension
on feature extraction to some extent.

3. TheProposed FaultDiagnosis Based onSQPE

In addition to EMD-SQPE, the proposed fault diagnosis also
adopts the PSO-SVM algorithm. .e SVM was originally a
deterministic algorithm for finding the linear separating
hyperplane of a binary labeled dataset. Similar with the
neural network, it has machine learning features. .e core
algorithm of SVM is to change the original data space to a
high-dimensional feature space through a nonlinear map-
ping [20]. .e ability of SVM classification depends largely
on the kernel function parameter and penalty parameter.
.e PSO has the following advantages over other techniques.
PSO has the characteristics of stable convergence, and it can
get a high-quality solution within shorter calculation time.
PSO was applied into adaptive selection of the best penalty
parameter and kernel function parameter with K-fold cross
validation error minimum as the optimization goal [21].

Since the introduction of the PSO algorithm in 1995,
researchers have put much effort to improve the original
version of PSO. Shi and Eberhart proposed the idea of inertia
weight in order to balance the local and global search during
the optimization process, in which the inertia weight is
linearly decreasing over iterations [22]. .e performance of
SVM can be improved by optimizing the parameters of SVM
through PSO.

Based on the advantages of EMD, SQPE, and PSO-SVM,
the proposed rolling bearing fault diagnosis algorithm is
described as follows.

(1) Decomposing the initial rolling bearing vibration
signals into several IMF components using the EMD
method.

(2) SQPE of the first several IMF components which
contain the main failure information is calculated
and taken as the feature vector. According to [23],
the main fault information is often contained in the
first few IMFs. .e cross correlation coefficients of
several IMFs with the original signal are relatively
large and retain more information of the original
signal. .erefore, the IMFs having large cross

Time series

Calculate the PE

PE1 PE2 PEi PE6

Calculate the sample quantile

SQPE

m = 2 m = 3 m = ... m = 7

Figure 1: Flow chart of SQPE.
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correlation coefficients are used as the main com-
ponents. .e cross correlation can be defined as

ρxy �
Cxy

σxσy

, (8)

where Cxy is the cross-covariance function..e cross
correlation coefficients ρxy indicate the correlation
between signals; the larger the value of ρxy, the
stronger the correlation between two signals.

(3) .e feature vectors are seen as the inputs to the SVM
classifier. Here, the feature information in (2) is
divided into two parts: one is for training, and the
other is for testing.

(4) PSO is applied into adaptive selection of the best
penalty parameter and kernel function parameter.

(5) .e output results of testing samples achieve to
discriminate the fault categories automatically.

.e proposed EMD-SQPE-PSOSVM fault diagnosis
algorithm can be described briefly as in Figure 2.

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Experimental Data. In order to validate the capability of
the EMD-SQPE-PSOSVM method, experimental analyses
on rolling bearing faults were conducted..e 6205-2RS JEM
SKF deep groove ball bearing was used in the experimental,
and single point faults were introduced to the test rolling
bearings using electrodischarge machining with fault di-
ameters of 0.3556mm [24]. .e shaft rotating speeds of the
bearing is 1772 r/min, and the sampling frequency is
12000Hz. Bearing fault under consideration covers outer
race fault (ORF), inner race fault (IRF), rolling element fault
(REF), and the norm (NORM), and the length of the bearing
vibration signal series is 2048. .ere are 80 vibration signals
for each category and totally 320 chosen randomly from the
data sets. In test 1∼3, among these 80 data, 40 samples are
randomly selected as training data, and the rest 40 will be
seen as testing data.

In the experiments, the feature vectors are seen as the
inputs to the PSOSVM model, and the output of the
PSOSVM model is the label value corresponding to each
fault state, set to NORM (label1), IRF (label2), REF (la-
bel3), and ORF (label4).

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Test 1: PE(SQPE)-SVM and PE(SQPE)-PSOSVM.
PE of the data sets is calculated and taken as the feature
vector. .e embedding dimension and the delay of PE were
set to m � 6 and τ � 1. 40 samples of every category are used
to train the SVM and PSOSVM classifiers. .e classification
results of the desired outputs and the outputs of the trained
SVM are shown in Figure 3(a). And the results of PSOSVM
are shown in Figure 3(b).

.e accuracy of 160 testing sets with the feature vector
consisting of PE by the SVM classifier is 84.375% (135/160),
and the accuracy of the PSOSVM classifier is 87.5% (140/
160). .e best penalty parameter is 1.8232, and the best
kernel function parameter is 645.2294 after PSO optimized.

In order to visually explain the fault diagnosis results of PE
and SQPE, SQPE of the data sets is calculated and taken as the
feature vector. .e accuracy of 160 testing sets with the feature
vector consisting of SQPE by the SVM classifier is 98.125%
(157/160), and the accuracy of the PSOSVM classifier is 98.75%
(158/160)..e best penalty parameter is 0.1, and the best kernel
function parameter is 2796.8326 after PSO optimized.

4.2.2. Test 2: EMD-PE-SVM and EMD-PE-PSOSVM. As
shown in Figure 3, the fault categories cannot be classified
from each other. So it is necessary to preprocess the original
vibration signals by using EMD. .e original signal is
decomposed into several IMFs by using the EMD method,
respectively. Since the main fault feature is often contained
in the first few IMFs, the PE of first five IMFs are calculated
and seen as the feature vector and used to train and test the
SVM and PSOSVM models. .e embedding dimension and
the delay of PE were set to m � 6 and τ � 1..e classification
results of the desired outputs and the outputs of the trained
SVM are shown in Figure 4(a). And the results of PSOSVM
are shown in Figure 4(b).

Decompose the vibration signals using
the EMD method

Input vibration signal

Select the several IMFs which contain the
main failure information

Calculate the SQPE

Construct feature vector

Train and test the SVM classifier PSO

Output the testing results

Figure 2: Flow chart of the proposed method.
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�e accuracy of 160 testing sets with the feature vector
consisting of EMD-PE by the SVM classi�er is 95% (152/160),
and the accuracy of the PSOSVM classi�er is 96.875% (155/
160). �e best penalty parameter is 13.2931, and the best
kernel function parameter is 1960.7666 after PSO optimized.

4.2.3. Test 3: EMD-SQPE-SVM and EMD-SQPE-PSOSVM.
As shown in Figure 4, the accuracy of EMD-PE is obviously
higher than PE, but it still cannot be fully classi�ed. Using the
EMD-SQPE feature extraction method presented in this
paper, the original signal is decomposed into several IMFs by
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Figure 3:�e output results and the desired outputs of testing sets with feature vector consisting of the original data’s PE: (a) SVM diagnosis
results; (b) PSOSVM diagnosis results.
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Figure 4:�e output results and the desired outputs of testing sets with feature vector consisting of the EMD-PE: (a) SVM diagnosis results;
(b) PSOSVM diagnosis results.
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using the EMD method, and the SQPE of �rst �ve IMFs is
calculated and seen as the feature vector and used to train and
test the SVM and PSOSVMmodel.�e delay of SQPE was set
to τ � 1, and the embedding dimension was set to
m � 2, 3 . . . , 7.�e classi�cation results of the desired outputs
and the outputs of the trained SVM are shown in Figure 5(a).
And the results of PSOSVM are shown in Figure 5(b).

�e accuracy of 160 testing sets with the feature vector
consisting of EMD-SQPE by the SVM classi�er is 98.75%
(158/160), and the accuracy of the PSOSVM classi�er is
100% (160/160). �e best penalty parameter is 0.1, and the
best kernel function parameter is 1307.5593 after PSO
optimized.

In order to visually explain the fault diagnosis results on
the vibration signal of the rolling bearing, the results ob-
tained by each method are shown in Table 1. �e numerical
values in the table indicate the correct classi�cation results
obtained by the classi�cation algorithm for the 40 test set
samples in each category.

As shown in Table 1, optimized SVM by PSO can use
adaptive selection of the best penalty parameter and kernel

function parameter, which improved the accuracy rate of
fault diagnosis. �e fault diagnosis method based on EMD-
PE can analyze the vibration signal with PE in a multiscale
way, which improved the accuracy than PE. �e fault di-
agnosis algorithm proposed in this paper has the best e�ect,
and the recognition rate reaches 100%. It proves the su-
periority of the SQPE algorithm in fault feature extraction
and also proves the e�ectiveness of the algorithm proposed
in this paper.

4.2.4. Test 4: Di�erent Percentages of the Samples Used for
Training. To illustrate the in�uence of the number of
training sets, the experiments were designed by di�erent
training set scales (10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% of total data
sets), and the remaining sets are used for test; the accuracies
of the EMD-SQPE-PSOSVM and EMD-PE-PSOSVM for
di�erent percentages of the samples used for training are
presented in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the accuracy of EMD-PE-PSOSVM
is not good enough to classify di�erent bearing faults than
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Figure 5: �e output results and the desired outputs of testing sets with the feature vector consisting of the EMD-SQPE: (a) SVM diagnosis
results; (b) PSOSVM diagnosis results.

Table 1: Accuracy rate comparison of three algorithms.

Fault diagnosis method NORM IRF REF ORF Accuracy (%)
PE-SVM 40 39 35 21 84.375
PE-PSOSVM 40 37 38 25 87.5
EMD-PE-SVM 40 38 40 34 95
EMD-PE-PSOSVM 40 39 40 36 96.875
EMD-SQPE-SVM 40 40 40 38 98.75
EMD-SQPE-PSOSVM 40 40 40 40 100
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EMD-SQPE-PSOSVM with different percentages of the
samples used for training. Even with less training data sets,
the EMD-SQPE-PSOSVM still has 100% accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new rolling bearing fault diagnosis method
has been introduced based on the vibration signal analysis
using EMD-SQPE and PSOSVM. .e test data analysis
conclusions illustrate that the proposed algorithm can not
only analyze among different fault categories but also
identify the level of fault severity. .e experimental results
show the following:

(1) SQPE is a valid method to measure the complexity of
nonlinear and nonstationary vibration signals.
Compared with PE, SQPE can extract the features
with high distinguishability.

(2) SQPE can avoid the selection of embedding di-
mension, and it is not necessary to determine the
specific embedding dimension in the solution pro-
cess, which has better adaptability.

(3) EMD has a good application prospect in analyzing
the nonlinear signal. After the decomposition of the
original signal by EMD, entropy is applied to
measure the feature of the IMFs obviously.

(4) PSO can select the best penalty parameter and kernel
function parameter adaptively, which improved the
performance of SVM.
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